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                                    CHAPTER FIVE 

Dynamics of the Interaction between the Two 
Helix Finger of SecA ATPase 

 and SecYEG 
 

  
  
 
Abstract – The Sec translocon is the major route for protein translocation across 
or into the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria. In its minimal form, it consists of 
protein conducting channel SecYEG and the motor protein SecA. Based on 
structural studies of the Thermotoga maritima SecA-SecYEG complex, SecA 
enters the SecYEG channel via the so-called two-helix finger (2HF), which 
consists of two short helices present in the α-helical wing domain. The role of this 
interaction with SecYEG is not fully understood and two hypotheses prevail, i.e., 
the 2HF acts as a lever to push proteins across the translocation pore, or the 2HF 
functions in the opening of the SecYEG channel. Here we have analyzed the 
dynamics of interaction between the 2HF of SecA with SecYEG using Forster 
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). The data demonstrate a strong FRET signal 
upon the initial interaction between the 2HF of SecA and acceptor positions at 
the transmembrane domains 2-4 of SecY, that result in the pre-open state but this 
interaction is not further changed under conditions of translocation. 
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1. Introduction 
Cellular processes depend on many systems of which proteinaceous complexes 
constitute a major role. More than one-third of the cellular proteins in bacteria, 
are localized at the cytoplasmic membrane or outside the cell. After their 
synthesis at ribosomes in the cytoplasm, the majority of these proteins are 
directed to the Sec translocase, and either inserted into the cytoplasmic 
membrane or translocated to the trans side of the cytoplasmic membrane 130. The 
Sec translocase in its minimal form consists of a translocation pore SecYEG and 
an ATP-driven molecular motor, the SecA protein 41,147. SecA is found in cells 
either as soluble cytosolic form or peripherally associated with cytoplasmic 
membrane 169 where it can bind to acidic phospholipids 170 and to SecYEG 69,70. 
The exact mechanism of translocation is still not fully understood. Phospholipid 
bound SecA can diffuse along the membrane surface, and in this state, it is 
triggered for the high affinity binding to SecYEG. SecA accepts unfolded 
preproteins from the molecular chaperone SecB 277,278. Subsequently, ATP binding 
initiates the insertion of signal sequence of the preprotein into the SecYEG pore 
282, and this is coupled to the opening of vectorial aqueous channel 281. ATP 
binding also effects the release of SecB that can rebind a newly synthesized 
preprotein in the cytosol 72. ATP hydrolysis causes a dissociation of SecA from the 
preprotein whereupon SecA can undergo cycles of ATP binding and hydrolysis 
that are associated with preprotein binding and release and stepwise translocation 
78,124. In the absence of SecA association, larger segments of the preprotein can 
translocate by sliding 124,341 
The structure of SecA has been solved either as a soluble protein as well as in a 
SecYEG-bound form. This has led to major insights in the potential binding 
mechanism and conformational changes in association with the translocation 
process. Preprotein binding occurs at preprotein crosslinking domain (PPXD) or 
preprotein binding domain (PBD) that forms a clamp-like structure to capture 
the polypeptide 178–180. Conversion of energy from ATP binding and hydrolysis is 
carried out by DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) motor-domain 184180,186. Other domains 
are the C-terminal linker (CTL) and α-helical scaffold domain (HSD) of the C-
domain 181, whereas the ‘two-helix finger’ (2HF) of HSD has been proposed to 
direct the polypeptide at the entrance of SecYEG pore 87. From the structure of 
Thermotoga maritima SecA-SecYEG complex, two possible mechanisms for 
protein translocation involving the two-helix finger can be derived, namely a 
power stroke mechanism in which the 2HF functions as a lever to push proteins 
into the translocation pore 78,124,125, or a Brownian-ratchet mechanism in which 
the 2HF facilitates opening of the translocation pore to allow polypeptide 
segments to slide into the translocation pore 94,126. 
In power stroke mechanism, movement of the 2HF of SecA would results a 
change in molecular distance between the 2HF and specific regions of SecY. In 
the Brownian ratchet mechanism, the 2HF likely remains similarly positioned 
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relative to its site of interaction with SecY, but the position may change relative to 
other sites on SecY. Here, we conducted a systematic study to monitor the 
dynamics of the movement of the 2HF of SecA ATPase by measuring FRET 
signals of a fluorophore conjugated to this region of SecA relative to positions on 
SecY. A donor and an acceptor fluorophore were conjugated to a set of cysteine 
mutants of SecA and SecY, respectively. Conformational changes were recorded 
using FRET to explore the 2HF-SecY interaction at different stages of the 
translocation process. 

2. Experimental Procedures 
Chemicals and reagents 
N,N'-Dimethyl-N-(Iodoacetyl)-N'-(7-Nitrobenz-2-Oxa-1,3-Diazol-4-yl) ethylene-
diamine (IANBD) amide and Texas Red C2-maleimide were purchased from 
Invitrogen. Cy3-maleimide and Cy5-maleimide were purchased from GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences. Fluorescein-maleimide was purchased from Molecular 
Probes. Cation exchange chromatography and buffer exchange were performed 
on HiTrap SP and HiTrap Desalting columns with Sephadex G-25 resin from GE 
Healthcare, respectively. 

Bacterial strains and plasmids 
E. coli strains and plasmids are listed in Table 1. DNA manipulations were 
performed using E. coli DH5a. Single cysteine mutants of SecY were constructed 
from cysteine-less template, and resulting fragments were used to substitute the 
corresponding nucleotide region of SecY in pEK20. Introduction of cysteine 
residue were accomplished according to Stratagene QuickChangeÒ site-directed 
mutagenesis kit. All substitutions were confirmed by sequence analysis. DNA 
restriction enzymes were from Fermentas, while other chemicals were from 
Sigma. 

Table 4. Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Strains/plasmids Relevant characteristics Source 
E. coli SF100 F-, DlacX74, galE, galK, thi, rpsL, strA 4, 

DphoA(pvuII), DompT 
295 

E. coli DH5a supE44, ∆lacU169 (∆80lacZ_M15) hsdR17, 
recA, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1. relA1 

349 

E. coli BL21(DE3) F-ompT hsdSB(rB-, mB-) gal dcm (λDE3) 350 
pAGK002 Wild type SecA This study 
pET503 proOmpA C290S 293 
pET80 proOmpAC290S-DHFR 351 
pEK20 Cysteine-less SecYEG 213 
pEK20-100C SecY(P100C)EG This study 
pEK20-109C SecY(G109C)EG This study 
pEK20-179C SecY(T179C)EG This study 
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pT7SecA-Co Cysteine-less SecA This study 
pT7SecA-792C SecA R792C This study 
pT7SecA-794C SecA Y794C This study 
pT7SecA-795C SecA A795C This study 
pT7SecA-797C SecA K797C This study 
pT7SecA-801C SecA Q801C This study 

Overexpression, purification and labeling of SecA and SecY mutants 
Inner membrane vesicles (IMVs) containing overexpressed SecYEG were isolated 
as described 293. SecB, proOmpA C290S and proOmpA-DHFR were purified as 
described 293. ProOmpA C290S was labeled with fluorescein maleimide 322. 
Labeling of single cysteine SecYEG were accomplished by first incubating 1.5 mg 
of IMVs containing designated overexpressed SecYEG with 1 mM Tris 2-
carboxyethylphosphine (TCEP) for 30 minutes followed by incubation in buffer 
containing either 500 μM of Cy5-maleimide or Texas Red C2-maleimide at 4°C on 
a rolling bank for 2 hours. The labeled IMVs were stripped using urea buffer (8 M 
urea, 20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7) and the pellet were resuspended with 20% 
glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, and were analyzed by 12% SDS PAGE. The 
fluorescence was visualized using Fujifilm LAS-4000 image analyzer.  
SecA was purified as described elsewhere 109. E. coli BL21 (DE3) harboring wild 
type SecA or its mutants was grown at 37°C and induced by addition of 0.5 mM 
Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at A600 of 0.6 and further grown for 2 
hours. Cells were harvested at 6000 x g for 15 min at 4°C, resuspended in 20 mM 
HEPES- KOH, pH 6.5, and stored at -80°C. The cell free extract was subjected to 
HiTrap SP HP column equilibrated with buffer A (20 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 6.5, 
10% glycerol, 0.1 M NaCl). Column was washed with buffer A supplemented with 
0.1 M NaCl and proteins were eluted with 0.5 M NaCl gradient in buffer A.  
Labeling of SecA was accomplished by incubating the protein with a 10-fold 
molar excess of either Cy3-maleimide or IANBD at 4°C on a rolling bank for 2 
hours. The protein were then subjected to desalting column using buffer D (50 
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 50 mM KCl) in order to remove free dyes. 
Protein concentration were estimated spectrophotometrically, corrected for 
fluorophore absorption at 280 nm. The extinction coefficients used were: ε280 =  
75,750 cm− 1 M− 1 for SecA, ε550 = 150.000 cm− 1 M− 1 for Cy3-maleimide and ε480 = 
21.000 cm−1 M−1 for IANBD. 

In vitro translocation of proOmpA 
In vitro translocation of proOmpA was assayed by employing fluorescein-labeled 
proOmpA 322. Translocation reactions were started by adding ATP to the 
translocation buffer containing SecA, SecB and SecYEG IMVs and incubated at 
37°C. Translocation reactions were terminated after 10 minutes on ice by 
proteinase K treatment. The translocation activity was analyzed by means of SDS 
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PAGE as previously described 268. Fluorescence imaging was carried out with a 
Fujifilm LAS-4000 image analyzer and quantified using ImageJ software. 

FRET measurements 
Interaction of SecA and SecY was measured by FRET assay. Fluorescence 
emission spectra was recorded using QuantaMaster 40 Spectrofluorimeter 
(Photon Technology International). Reactions were carried out at 37ºC in 50 mM 
HEPES/KOH, pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM Dithiothreitol and 0.1 
mg/mL bovine serum albumin. Observation is started with adding approximately 
75 nM of SecA, followed by 1 µg of IMVs containing designated overexpressed 
SecYEG, 2 mM nucleotide and 25 nM proOmpA-DHFR, where folding DHFR 
domain was performed as described 110. Donor fluorophore was excited at 470 
nm; all spectra were corrected for background. FRET was calculated on the basis 
of ratio between acceptor to donor intensity as described 352. 

3. Results 

Introduction of unique cysteines into SecA and SecY 
The crystal structure of SecA and protein translocation channel SecYEG from 
Thermotoga maritima shows several regions of interaction 175. Critical interfaces 
occur between the polypeptide crosslinking domain (PPXD) of SecA and the large 
cytoplasmic TM 6-7 loop of SecY 175. The structure also shows that the 2HF of the 
HSD of SecA inserts into the translocation pore and contacts the loop that 
connects TM 6-7 of SecY. To study the dynamics of the interaction of the 2HF of 
SecA with SecY in the translocation process, a set of SecA single cysteine mutants 
was created. Unique cysteine residues were introduced on the tip region of the 
2HF (Fig. 1A) via site-directed mutagenesis using the cysteine-less SecA template 
vector resulting SecA R792C, SecA Y794C, SecA A795C, SecA K797C, SecA 
Q801C. These proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) and purified (Fig. 
1B). 
In order to not interfere with the SecA-SecY interactions, FRET pairs were 
created between SecA and the first halve of SecY, TM 1-5 away from the contact 
point between the 2HF of SecA and SecY (Fig. 1). Ligand induced channel 
opening may thus be recorded by a reduced FRET signal between SecA and SecY. 
Single cysteine mutations were generated into the cysteine-less SecY, i.e., on the 
cis interface of TM2b, TM3 and TM4 residues resulting SecY P100C, SecY G109C 
and SecY T179C, respectively. Each of the aforementioned mutants of SecY was 
cloned into an expression vector and overproduced in E. coli SF100. Inner 
membrane vesicles containing the overexpressed SecYEG mutants were isolated 
(Fig. 1C). 
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Fig. 1. Cysteine mutation introduction to SecA and SecY. (A) Positions of cysteine 
mutations in SecY and SecA as mapped on Thermotoga maritima SecYEG and SecA co-
structure (PDB: 3DIN) from two angles. Image on the left is view of translocon from 
‘lateral gate’, whereas image on the right is view from cis side of the membrane. Image 
showing two halves of SecY colored in red (TM 1-5) and blue (TM 6-10); SecE in light 
brown and SecG in pale green; SecA is only represented by its two-helix finger colored in 
green for clarity. A short segment of TM8 and cytosolic loop of SecY is omitted from the 
illustration to provide better view of the cysteine positions. Yellow balls represent the 
position of single cysteine mutants. (B) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE of purified SecA 
cysteine mutants. (C) IMVs containing overexpressed of SecY P100C, SecY G109C and 
T179C which correspond to TM2, TM3 and TM4, respectively.  

 

Labeling of SecA and SecY with fluorescence dyes 

The unique cysteine residues allowed the conjugation of the donor and acceptor 
fluorophore specifically via maleimide chemistry to SecA and SecY, respectively. 
Purified mutants of SecA and inner membrane vesicles harboring overproduced 
levels of SecY mutants were labeled with various dyes. We selected the Cy3-Cy5-
maleimide and IANBD-Texas Red C2-maleimide pair since these two pair have 
been used successfully in the previous FRET studies 110,353. The Cy dyes are 
relatively bulky, with IANBD being relatively smaller than Cy dyes and Texas C2 
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maleimide (Fig. 2A and 3A). To ensure specificity of the SecA and SecY cysteine 
labeling, we treated Cys-less SecA, SecA Q801C, IMVs containing Cys-less SecY 
and SecY T179C with each of the fluorescent probes (Fig. 2B and 3B).  

 
Fig. 2. Fluorescent labeling of SecA cysteine mutants (A) Structures of donor 
fluorophores, Cy3-maleimide and IANBD. (B) Specificity of Cy3-maleimide and IANBD 
labeling. Cys-less SecA and Q801C SecA mutant were labeled with either Cy3-maleimide 
or IANBD. (C) SecA was labeled with Cy3-maleimide. (D) SecA was labeled with IANBD. 
Similar labeling efficiency were achieved for all mutants. All the sample were run on an 
SDS-PAGE gel, followed by visualization with Fujifilm LAS-400 Image Analyzer and 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 staining. 

The donor and acceptor fluorophores could successfully label the SecA Q801C 
mutant and SecY T179C, respectively, but were unable to label the Cys-less SecA 
and Cys-less SecY (Fig. 2B and 3B). Next, the other SecA mutants were then 
labeled with Cy3-maleimide (Fig. 2C) and IANBD (Fig. 2D). Labeling efficiency 
with IANBD was about 80% for SecA K797C; and 90% for the other SecA 
mutants, with either Cy3 maleimide or IANBD. 
The three cysteine mutants of SecY were labeled with either Cy5-maleimide or 
Texas Red C2-maleimide. Labeling was done by incubating the IMVs containing 
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the SecY mutants with either dyes followed by urea treatment to inactivate and 
remove the endogenous SecA and to remove loosely associated dye. The IMVs  

 
Fig. 3. Fluorescent Labeling of SecY Cysteine mutants. (A) Structures of acceptor 
fluorophores, Cy5-maleimide and Texas Red C2-maleimide. (B) Specificity of Cy5-
maleimide and Texas Red labeling. IMVs containing the overexpressed Cys-less or T179C 
SecY mutant were labeled with either Cy5-maleimide or Texas Red C2-maleimide. (C) 
Cy5-maleimide and Texas Red C2-maleimide labeling of different single cysteine SecY 
mutants. The reduced Cy5-maleimide fluorescence for SecY P100C is explained by lower 
protein loaded on the gel as seen as from the Coomassie staining. (D) Texas Red C2-
maleimide labeling of different single cysteine SecY mutants. 

were collected by centrifugation and extensively washed to remove the remaining 
free dyes. SecY cysteine mutants have a similar degree of labeling efficiency with 
either Cy5-maleimide and Texas Red C2-maleimide as assessed by the 
fluorescence over coomassie staining ratio assessed in gel (Fig. 3C and 3D). These 
data show that the SecA and SecY mutants can be effectively labeled with a range 
of fluorophores for FRET analysis. 
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Translocation activity of labeled SecA and SecY variants 
Since the cysteine mutations and the fluorophore attachment addresses the 
functional 2HF domain of SecA, each mutant was tested for its ability in 
supporting translocation by means of in vitro translocation assay. The activities of 
unlabeled and labeled SecA mutants were assessed using wild-type SecY. The 
cysteine-less SecA mutant showed similar translocation activity as wild-type 
SecA. SecA R792C, SecA A795C, SecA K797C and SecA Q801C are all active, but 
their activity is lower as compared to wild type SecA. Substitution of the tyrosine 
residue in position 794 for a cysteine severely perturbed the protein function (Fig. 
4A, black bar). Our data shows that introduction of a cysteine at the C-terminal 
end of the 2HF is more tolerable than at the N-terminal end. When the SecA 
mutants were labeled with Cy3-maleimide, all SecA mutants lost 80% of its 
activity (Fig. 4A, gray bar). However, the variants labeled with IANBD retained 
high levels of activity (Fig. 4A, white bar). Remarkably, labeling of SecA Y794C 
with IANBD even restored some of the activity of this mutant that is essentially 
inactive after mutation. The SecA mutants K797C and Q801C show substantial 
translocation activity after IANBD labeling and were further used for the FRET 
analysis. 

 
Fig. 4. Translocation activity of SecA and SecY cysteine mutants. (A) Normalized 
translocation activity of the wild-type, cysteine-less and cysteine mutants of SecA that 
were unlabeled (black bars), labeled with Cy3 (grey bars) or IANBD (white bars). (B) 
Translocation activity of wild-type and cysteine mutants of SecY that were unlabeled 
(black bars), labeled with Cy5 (grey bars) or Texas Red (white bars). 

The effect of cysteine mutations and subsequent fluorophore labelling in SecY 
was also tested for translocation activity with wild type SecA. All SecY mutants 
were active as wild-type SecY in translocation (Fig. 4B, black bar), additionally its 
activity was not affected after labeling with Cy5-maleimide dye (Fig. 4B, gray bar). 
The conjugation of Texas Red C2-maleimide to SecY still allows translocation, 
although the activity is slightly reduced as compared to the unlabeled SecY (Fig. 
4B, white bar). 
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FRET analysis of the SecA-SecY interaction 
To examine the interaction between SecA and SecY, and associated dynamical 
changes, FRET was recorded between the IANBD donor fluorophore introduced 
into the 2HF of SecA and the Texas Red acceptor fluorophore present at the cis 
interface of SecYEG. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded showing a 
clear FRET signal between SecA K797-IANBD or Q801C-IANBD and the various 
Texas Red-labeled SecY proteins. Excitation at 470 nm of IANBD-conjugated 
SecA in solution generated a spectrum with maximum emission at 537 nm. As 
shown for the SecY G109C-Texas Red and IANBD labeled SecA proteins (Fig. 
5A), addition of Texas Red C2-maleimide-conjugated SecY lowered the 
fluorescence intensity at 537 nm concomitantly with an emission peak at 611 nm. 
All measurements were corrected for background emission of Texas Red-labeled 
SecY excited at 470 nm. Binding of unlabeled SecA to the Texas Red-labeled SecY 
did not result in any change in the Texas red fluorescence (data not shown). 

 
Fig.5 Dynamics of two-helix finger in binding and in initial substrate processing. (A) 
Emission spectra recording for IANBD (donor)-conjugated SecA mutants and Texas Red 
C2-maleimide SecY mutants. The upper and lower spectra correspond to SecA Q801C-
IANBD and SecA K797C-IANBD, respectively, with SecY G109C-Texas Red. IANBD-
labeled SecA is excited at 470 nm and the emission spectra was generated with a single 
peak maximum emission at 537 (black line). Addition of SecY-Texas Red decreases the 
emission of donor fluorophore, and results in enhanced emission at 611 nm indicating 
energy transfer (FRET) to that of acceptor fluorophore (red line). Addition of nucleotide 
(AMP PNP) (blue line) did not significantly change the FRET. These spectra were 
corrected by background emission of buffer and SecY-Texas Red alone excited at 470 nm. 
(B) FRET was measured as ratio of fluorescence intensity at 611 nm (acceptor) to that of 
537 nm (donor). This bar plot corresponds to SecA Q801C-IANBD supplemented with 
various SecY-Texas Red mutants and other translocation components. (C) FRET 
measurement of SecA K797C-IANBD supplemented with various SecY-Texas Red 
mutants and other translocation components. 
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IANBD is known to change its fluorescence depending on the polarity of the 
environment where it resides 354. Our measurement indicate a difference in the 
fluorescence intensity of IANBD-labeled K797C versus Q801C SecA mutant (Fig. 
5A, black line). This difference also resulted in a lower FRET signal for IANBD 
labeled-SecA K797C and the respective SecY-Texas Red mutants. The FRET 
signal from all pairs were measured as ratio of the fluorescence intensity at 611 
nm to the fluorescence intensity at 537 nm (I611/537) (Fig. 5B). The initial value of 
the SecA Q801C-IANBD alone is 0.18 whereas the addition of IMVs containing 
SecY-Texas Red increases the ratio to around 0.4 indicating a binding event 
between SecA and SecY. The SecA K797-IANBD and SecY-Texas Red pair 
yielded a ratio of about 0.28.  
To assure that the FRET signal resulted from the SecA-SecY interaction, a 
competition experiment was performed with the IANBD labeled SecA Q801C 
mutant. Addition of a 5-fold excess of unlabeled SecA to the SecA-SecY mixture 
eliminated the fluorescence at 611 nm with a corresponding increase in the 
fluorescence at 537 nm (Fig. 6). Likewise, the FRET signal was reduced when 
SecY-containing IMVs were added to the mixture of IANBD-labeled SecA Q801C 
and 5-fold unlabeled SecA Q801C. This suggests that SecA-SecY interaction is 
dynamic, and that the recorded FRET signals emerged from a specific interaction 
between SecA and SecY. 

 
Fig. 6. Unlabeled SecA quenches the FRET signal between Q801C-IANBD and SecY 
G109C-Texas Red. The FRET signal was reduced after the addition of 5-fold molar excess 
of unlabeled SecA Q801C to mixture of SecY G109C-Texas-Red and SecA Q801C-IANBD 
(A) or SecA Q801C-IANBD (B) Excitation was at 470 nm. 

 

Next, the effect of additional translocation components on the FRET signal was 
examined. Herein, AMP-PNP and ATP were added to the SecA-SecYEG 
complexes (Fig. 5), but this did not alter FRET signals as compared to the signal 
in the absence of nucleotides. Also, ATP and substrate proOmpA or proOmpA-
DHFR were used to simulate translocation and an arrested translocation event, 
respectively. The presence of methotrexate-induced folding of the C-terminal 
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DHFR domain, causing the accumulation of translocation intermediate 
consisting of large DHFR domain on the cis side of the translocon 341. Again, these 
conditions did not lead to an altered FRET signal (Fig. 5B and 5C). These data 
demonstrate a strong FRET signal between the 2HF region of SecA and 
fluorophores positioned at TM 2-4 at the cis side of SecY, but indicate that no 
further changes in the distance between the 2HF region of SecA and the TM 2-4 
of SecY once the interaction has been established. 
4. Discussion 
SecA is the motor domain of the Sec-translocase. It recognizes and accepts 
preprotein by means of the signal peptide-binding domain that involves residues 
of the preprotein crosslinking domain (PPXD) and helical scaffold domain (HSD) 
180. Together with the helical wing domain (HWD), these regions form a peptide-
binding groove 173. Once the preprotein is bound, the PPXD swings away from 
the HWD toward nucleotide binding domain 2 (NBD2) in order to release signal 
sequence and forms a clamp, creating continuous polypeptide guiding channel 
that is further stabilized by interaction with SecYEG 175,279. Upon the release, the 
signal sequence inserts into the lateral gate of SecY, causing the displacement of 
the plug domain and the widening of a central channel 355. By comparing 
molecular structures of SecA and the SecA-SecYEG co-complex, various 
conformational changes of SecA have been proposed. Further in conjunction with 
disulfide-bridge crosslinking experiments, it was suggested that the tip of the 2HF 
of SecA directly interact with the translocating polypeptide and it was proposed 
that this structure moves up-and-down during the ATPase cycle to pushes the 
polypeptide to go through SecYEG channel 87,175. 
To test the above hypothesis, we have used FRET experiments to directly address 
the movement of the 2HF relative to fixed position on SecY. Through the use of 
appropriate fluorescent dyes movements within an atomic range can be 
measured, although relative motion of the probes and extent of energy transfer 
could limit the accuracy 356. Nevertheless, FRET can be used as a molecular ruler 
to detect such conformational changes that can be predicted on the basis of the 
structural information. Movement of C-domain has already been observed by 
FRET where modulation of temperature and nucleotide binding change the 
proximity of the PPXD and the C-domain 357. We have engineered eight single 
cysteine mutants consisting of five mutants in the 2HF of SecA and three mutants 
on cis interface of SecY, using the structural and sequence homology of the E. coli 
proteins to that of T. maritima SecA and SecYEG (PDB: 3DIN). As electrostatic 
interaction for binding of SecY with the PPXD and HSD domains of SecA mostly 
occurred through loop of TM 6-7 and 8-9 175, the cysteine substitutions and 
fluorescent labeling at cis ends of TM 2b, 3 and 4 of SecY will not inhibit binding 
or interfere with translocation activity as indeed verified with translocation assays 
using the Cy5-maleimide and Texas Red C2-malemide labeled SecY mutants 
(Fig.3). 
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On the other hand, the 2HF appears as a catalytically active domain as some of 
the cysteine mutations resulted in a decreased activity of SecA, in particular the 
Y794C mutation (Fig. 2A). Also, the incorporation of the bulky fluorophore Cy3-
maleimide disrupted the SecA function, but conjugation with the less bulky 
fluorophore IANBD yielded a set of labeled SecA cysteine mutants with high 
activity. Remarkably, labeling of the Y794C mutant with IANBD even restored 
some of the activity of this catalytically inactive mutant. This finding is in a good 
agreement with a previous study that showed Tyr 794 could be replaced by bulky 
amino acids 87.  
Using combinations of donor labeled SecA proteins and inner membrane vesicles 
containing the acceptor labeled SecY protein, FRET experiments were carried out. 
In the assay, strong FRET signals were observed when SecA was added to the 
IMVs containing overexpressed SecY (Fig. 5A) indicating the binding event can 
be recorded by FRET. SecA Q801C-IANBD showed a higher FRET ratio with the 
various labeled positions on SecY than SecA K797C-IANBD.  
Moreover, this FRET signal is specific for the SecA binding reaction as it could be 
quenched by unlabeled SecA that competes with labeled SecA for binding to 
SecYEG. Remarkably, any combination of nucleotide and substrate tested, 
including the formation of an arrested proOmpA-DHFR intermediate, did not 
result in an altered FRET signal, which suggests that potential conformational 
changes involving the positioning of the 2HF already occur at the stage of SecA 
binding to SecYEG.  
These observations are not in accordance with the hypothesis that the 2HF acts as 
an ATP-dependent lever, but does not exclude a lever action in the initial stages 
of SecA-SecYEG binding. The lack of an ATP effect on the position of the 2HF 
relative to SecY positions at the cis interface of TM2b, TM3 and TM4, is more in 
line with a study where the tip of SecA 2HF was cysteine crosslinked to the loop 
of TM 6-7 of SecY, and that was found to remain fully functional 193. As we 
observed lack of change of FRET signal, it indicated no change in distance 
between SecA 2HF and the cis interface of TM1-5 of SecY. Hence, the protein 
conformation remained similar. Therefore, we propose the need for further 
exploration of delicate functioning of the 2HF in facilitating the channel opening. 
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